Have you tried the Shapes
tool in CorelDraw X6?
Sometimes you can spend ages looking for
a shape, arrow or ‘talking’ boxes in clipart
or in symbols. In many cases you should
first have a look in the shapes tool in Draw
X6, (and earlier CorelDraws as well).
If you click on the black triangle in the
bottom right corner of the shapes tool, you
will get a fly-out of extra tools as seen
below. Each one of these tools produces a

different type of effect or shape. A banner
can be produced with a click, drag and

As you change
colours in objects
in CorelDraw
X6 you will notice colour
swatches appearing down
in the left hand corner of
the workspace area in
Corel. These offer a very
powerful and quick new
feature in X6. As you go to
change a new object or text to a previous colour
you have used in your document, you will see a
little eyedropper up on the top right of the
uniform fill dialogue box. To quickly change
colour of an object, click on the dropper, your
pick tool will then change shape to the dropper
and then click on the colour box to change the
colour. (Or even quicker, highlight the object
you want to fill and just click on the coloured
box).

resizing in seconds, instead of having to
search through clip art or symbols.
You can even make these cool
talking boxes using the Callout
Shape tool. And you can do this
in seconds. Give it a go. These
tools will save you hours!

Book Printing in today’s fast moving
world is changing rapidly. The days of million
runs of books are nearly over.
Last month we had a brilliant presentation on
Photo Books by Greg Hotson. He brought along
many of his creations, and they were absolutely
stunning in the quality, the look and feel and the
production. These were the types of books that
you would pay big money for in a bookstore.
Greg was asked what his normal print run
consisted of. His answer, “usually one book and
occasionally two”.
This was unheard of only a few short years ago!

November X-mas
Competition!
Time is running out. It’s now only a month before
the last meeting for the year. That means you only
have a month to put those creative hats on and
come up with something spectacular for the end of
year competition.
The rules are very simple. Produce ‘something’ for
the judges. There are only two rules, your entry
must be produced using a Corel product and if
producing a movie, please limit it to two minutes
in length.
Other than that, go for it. Be as creative as you can.
Try and think out of the square and really impress
us with your creativity!

